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About This Game

The Director's Cut version combines the Shadowrun Chronicles: Boston Lockdown and the INFECTED! campaigns into one
game, so you don't need any other product to play.

Arriving in Boston to get away from some heat back home, you accidentally become witness to an event that will change your
and every Boston citizen's life forever: A crazed dragon emerges from an underground lab spreading a trail of iridescent

particles and attacks the NeoNet towers - with you inside - then crashes into Fenway Park, killing thousands. And this is only the
beginning! Entrapped in a city plagued by a deadly virus, assaulted by the minions of a megacorporation, attacked by the

infected and with a dragon on a rampage through the city, you will have to unearth the secret conspiracy that connects it all.

The following INFECTED! campaign puts you in a race against the clock, to save yourself from the nanite-induced disease that
struck Boston. Finding out that you have gotten infected yourself during one of your fights against the headcases, you struggle
desperately to find a cure for the Cognitive Fragmentation Disorder you are now suffering from, while the AI that has infected

you tries to assert control over your body and mind.

Welcome to the dark side of the future, chummer. It’s going to be a hell of a ride.

Featuring:

Run and Gun! Gripping and deadly tactical turn-based combat in true Shadowrun style: Choose from a wide array of
skill groups, magic, technology and weapons to survive!
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 Teamwork! Build up your team of runners or join with other players in live co-op to find the best combination of skill,
magic and technology for survival.

 You'll never run alone! Team up with friends for your next run or swap stories with other runners in the hangout. Take
other player's characters with you into a mission as henchmen

 Every move counts! Dive behind cover, find alternate routes with clever use of your skills, send your drones or spirits
into battle and use any weapon at your disposal to make it out alive.

Be who YOU want to be! Create your individual Shadowrunner in a completely level-free character system from over 60
different combat and non-combat skills, unique backgrounds and five metahuman races. Start a muscle-packed former
Troll bouncer and become an expert Rigger, sending your drones into combat, or complement your spell slinging mage
with the abilities of a skillful sniper. The choice is yours!

 Gear up! Employ a variety of armor, augmentations, cyberware, magic and of course tons of weapons! Lob a grenade at
your enemies, blast them with a mana ball or pass them unnoticed by hacking their security systems. Over 50 different
enemies from vicious gangers to combat drones and corporate wagemages await!

Features a cool Shadowrun music soundtrack with 10+ tracks from various composers as an extra bonus!
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Title: Shadowrun Chronicles: INFECTED Director's Cut
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cliffhanger Productions
Publisher:
Cliffhanger Productions
Franchise:
Shadowrun
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8.1 or newer

Processor: 2.0+ GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVidia or ATI graphics card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires internet connection to play

English,French,German
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shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut. shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut review

A Hardcore Adventure game with many bugs!

Well, if you ever consider to buy this one,have in mind that it may be NOT playable in your system. The game has many bugs
that make it a headache. Whoever tries to, please install it under C: directory. Don't know if you have Steam under C: but the
Steam client accepts to install a game in whatever drive you want. Feel free to give administrator permissions and I hope it plays
because it may NOT...

The graphics are good for an adventure game but I would like a widescreen but NO, there isn't. It has video cutscenes that make
it good. It's all 3D and good looking.

The story is black. The game is attractive but after a while playing it you'll feel that you think black,too. After all the game is for
late teens and adults. It has many things in the dialogues and in view that newer eyes would be sensitive. The game is full of
black humor but ... it has really many dialogues and so many black jokes that in many cases it will be tiresome. You're supposed
to be a female vampire that NEVER accepted her later nature and tries to free herself from her master and his castle. The game
was written by some makers of Monkey Island series but no way,it's not like them, One more thing you have to consider is that
the second part of the game NEVER been made. So, don't search why the game ends this way, leaving many question marks
behind.

The sounds are pretty good. Black music and very good voices make the game excellent at this point.

The riddles. You will be SO TIRED of them. Even the hardcore Adventurer will want to see a walkthrough. The game never
stops having riddles. Riddles everywhere. And the possibilities are many. Because you have always to compare the new and the
OLD and try them too. And it has many things in the environment that you will NEVER use. I was really tired of this game. And
if it wasn't an OLD quality game I would place a negative review. I place a positive one for the game. As much for the controls,
keep "Tab","Space", left and right click in mind.

If you want to buy at your own risk and the game is playable under your system,if you can handle so many riddles in a very short
space, if you like so many lines of dialogues and black humor then this game is for you.

I would say that this is a Hardcore Adventure game with many bugs!
. Recommended. \ud83d\udc4d. I give both of my thumbs up for this detailed and historicaly plausible and immersive game.
Negative reviews for it are motly not justified. Note that I bought the game at first directly from Slitherine so my played hours
are higher then the ones logged on Steam.

Game puts you into the ancient generals boots and immerses you within the obstacles and opportunites those strategos faced and
you start to really see how other such games really lack many realistic layers that AJE provides.

The basic premise of the game is that you chose any of the many available campaigns (some are rather short played on smaller
map theaters, some are epic time and space-wise), pick a faction (each comes with it's historical challenges it faced back then),
and then you are taken to the map. You need to then superwise what army assets you have available, what units and where you
can train them, how long it will take them to train and become useful militaristic asset, how good your generals are, what traits
they have, what map regions you own, how many cities you have, how well defended they are, how the supply picture is, where
would be best to attack\/establish defensive perimeters, where your enemie's army is. You also pick which political decisions
and map cards you will use this turn (and reap rewards or misfortunes next turn or later down the timeline). You plot where you
want your armies to go and in what combat stance, etc, etc.

When your brilliant strategical thinking is done, you press on the next turn button and wait as the next 30 days, that the turn
constitutes, resolve. In this time you have no direct control over your army. Things happen, many things. When next turn arrives
you continue with the previous process anew but of course you don't have to re-evaluate everything, just what matters in the
given situation according to events that took place in those 30 days that just passed. In order to better understand what was going
on while you were waiting for the turn to resolve you ALWAYS need to check the game's log and see what traspired and then
plot army movements, political decisions and whatnot for the next turn. So the most gametime you spend plotting for the next
game turn, then you await for the next 30 days to resolve, read the game's log, plot again, go with the next turn and rince and
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repeat until you are victorious\/defeated.

I had Alea jacta Est some time (I own all DLC's for it) but had a hard time getting into it due to so much information one needs
to understand to play it well. I knew based on what I read that it is THE ancient strategy warfare game to play. It was my first
AGEOD game so naturally I had no previous basic knowledge of the games mechanics. At first I was quite cluessly moving my
armies around the map not knowing which is stronger then others, which traits each has, picked political decisions just to
observe how much they would influence the situaton without neccessarly deciding to go with certain decisions only when the
timing was right for them, etc., I was pressing the next turn button a lot without reading the game's log of what event's happened
and thus not understanding what really transpired and what was going. 'Cos I didn't understand much of what the game threw at
me I got frustrated and dropped the game but there was always this itch for more so I returned to it time and again.

In-game tutorial is simply not enough because it ommits many aspects of the game and especially it leaves you fully in the dark
when it comes to strategical choices you must made as a leader of your faction. There is this guy Charles Cummings who made
Alea Jacta Est Tutorials on Youtube for every aspect of the game's many layers but I was struggling to watch him mumble his
way across many game mechanics (sorry Charles, you did your best to help, I know). Best way to learn the ropes with the game
if you are a beginner is to watch a Let's Play videos from someone who knows his trade around the game and also explains what
he is doing and why. Watch him play some turns of the game and then fire up the game, play the same scenario that he does and
that is what made me finally grasp the whole thing. Keep the game manual open in the back and return to it while you play to
clear out the things that are not understood. Included guide is quite good and defenitely helps but reading it from start to end and
then trying to play the game is probbaly a no go since there is so much information one needs to remember.

I still am not fully knowledgable on some aspects but base is covered and now I can fully enjoy the game and appreciate it's
amazing historical detail.

What kept me off of this game at first was a problem the game's old directx8 engine has with a certain hardware\/drivers combo
where if you play with the borders shown on the physical map the map scrolling comes to a virtual standstill so I now only play
with this option turned off. It's not ideal but switching back and forth the different maplayers helps. It is not exactly known what
hardware\/drivers combo creates this issue (developers are in the dark here) so it is a bit of a gamble if you will be hit with the
issue too or not but again, it is not a game breaker at all.

OK, I think this should be enough info for you to decide, strategos. :D
. I tried to like this game but.....This game is just bad, really bad!
Not recommended.. pretty interesting mini movie about a uk games company setup in an apartment that created amazing games
that won awards. I can't get into the game let alone play it. I have tried the suggestion posted and nothing works. Same on
Challenge 2. Very disappointed. because I loved the original and would play it constantly.. This game is lovely. If you're looking
for lovely, this game is it.

Yes, I know I'm not the target demographic for it, but I just had a huge grin on my face while playing it. It's lovely.. I've just
started playing the game and i've already seen some mistakes by game design like undesired edge grabs on low objects while
under fire. Also I've got some trouble in wall jumb with certain walls making these puzzles very frustating, don't know if it was
a bug caused by occasional lag or only bad designed.

That said the game has very interesting level design with action combined with some puzzles that require perfect timing. There's
a lot of hidden itens and challenges for the player get some fun.

This game has a great potentional, but the frustations due annoying situations makes you quit early. I hope it gets some fix
update soon, untill then I can't recommend.. OMG I HATE VALVE THEY WONT ALLOW ME A REFUND BECAUSE ITS
OVER 2 HOURS OF GAMEPLAY!!!!
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It (obviously) can sometimes get annyoing. But, you can turn it off. So I rate it around a 6\/7 out of 10. While not up to the
standards of Monkey Island, the levels of writing and wit in this game are surprisingly high. It's a good adventure that's fairly
child-safe, as they probably won't get the occasional adult joke. It has good voice acting, fun characters, cute art, and the built in
hint system counters the occasional inobvious puzzle. The only real complaint I have is that it's so darn short; you can beat it in a
single sitting with ease, and there's not much replay value unless you just like farming steam achievements with a walkthrough
on hand.. I don't really see the point in moving forward. This has to be a cheap cell phone app game. Level after level after level
after level of the exact same thing, where each level is a xerox of the last one. Nothing to it but to click the icon to build a
soldier and another to build a gatherer, etc. Imagine starcraft or command and conquer only this is to teach morons basic motor
skills. There is nothing to it that warrants a continuation. I've only played about 15 minutes on normal and 8 levels in and each
level is the exact same with literally nothing different. Garbage.. The story is great but the art REALLY needs work. There was
this bit of the art that I would grade a 'B' so the question is why doesn't the game look like this all the time?

http:\/\/cdn.edgecast.steamstatic.com\/steam\/apps\/449340\/ss_adb55256af8cbce558666beec5e64e2a379b1cb6.jpg?t=1458266
830. Always wanted to play it when i saw it when i was a kid. Recently i got it, played it and loved every min of it.

i give it

10/10. The only GTA game where you can rocket jump over a 4 lane road.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIUizUVbqPE. Super cheap. Super limited in content as of right now. There are two
acccessible game modes, one of which is defend the town, and it's a wave shooter in which you duel against AI. The other mode
is time trial, in which you draw and shoot targets as fast as possible, and your total time is recorded for the leader boards. It
looks like there's a third mode in development, as it is not accessible, and it's supposed to be multiplayer duels.

TL;DR
Game is worth the money.. With a slightly different twist on the typical puzzle game, Gyromancer could have been a little
better, but was still fairly satisfying.

The gameplay is about what you would expect of another 'Puzzle Quest' type game, just with a few different rules concerning
the switching of gems. If you liked 'Puzzle Quest' then you'll probably like this one too. The story was actually interesting, but
was unfortunately very short, could have been flushed out better, and at a few points left me a bit confused due to seemingly
random plot points.

That having been said, Gyromancer's one true failing is that it is far too short. You'll likely only get about 10 to 15 hours out of
story mode assuming you poke around a bit. Despite that, if you're in the mood for a decent puzzle game, or if it's on sale and
you'd like to have something to pass the time other than Solitaire, then by all means buy Gyromancer!
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